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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATION OF A CRITICAL STRESS CONCENTRATION
FACTOR FOR A STRESS BASED FAILURE CRITERION
by
Kyle Robert McLaughlin
University of New Hampshire, September, 2009

Localized necking concerns have traditionally been predicted in sheet metal forming by
comparing the strain state within a material to the associated strain based forming limit
curve. However, the strain path dependence of this failure criterion is a major concern.
Alternatively, an analytical model was developed by Derov et al. to predict a stress based
forming limit curve and shown to exhibit less strain path dependence. A critical stress
concentration factor, defined as the ratio of the effective stress in the base material to the
effective stress in the necking region, characterizes the failure condition for this model.
An investigation of the model with past experimental data suggests this critical stress
concentration factor is a material parameter. An experiment aimed at validating this
observation was performed using a Marciniak test on a steel and aluminum alloy.
Preliminary results for steel are discussed. A study was also conducted investigating the
use of a stress based failure criterion in numerical simulations to predict failure for a
Nakajima test. Finally, the design of a biaxial loading stage which will be used to
measure in-plane stresses in-situ is presented.

xi

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Sheet metal forming is a manufacturing process of vital importance for the automotive,
aerospace, beverage can, and other industries. Accurate failure predictions in sheet metal
stampings can allow more aggressive designs related to the deformation induced, shorten
product lead times and can greatly reduce tooling costs. The first is crucial because a
desirable part undergoes extensive stretching to achieve a work hardened state which
improves strength. However, defect regions can occur if excessive deformation causes
plastic instability. As a result, die face engineers design tooling to induce sufficient work
hardening and achieve desired tolerances, while at the same time avoiding localized
necking brought on by plastic instability which defines failure.

Traditionally, tearing failures in sheet metal forming are predicted to occur if the
reported, in-plane, principle strains when plotted in strain space fall above the associated
strain based Forming Limit Curve (FLC) [1, 2]. Figure 1-1 shows a strain based FLC
with "Fail", "Marginal" and "Safe" regions labeled. These diagrams are specific to the
strain paths induced at a given location in the material. Thus, multiple strain based FLCs
could be used for a single forming operation. Strain was used for the failure criterion
traditionally because strain can be measured on the surface of the part during
deformation. Today, with Finite Element (FE) simulations of forming operations, tooling
1

development can be expedited by providing large amounts of numerical strain data over
the entire surface of a modeled material through time. However, other data is also
available (e.g. stress values); thus, other failure criterion prediction methods could be
implemented.
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Figure 1-1: Strain based forming limit diagram indicating failed, marginal and safe
regions [3].

The standard method to determine strain based FLCs experimentally involves deforming
sheet metal specimens of varying widths over a rigid hemispherical punch (i.e. the
Nakajima test) [4]. By varying the width dimension the amount of material that can be
drawn over the punch in the width direction is changed to create failure modes that range
2

from uniaxial, through plane strain to equi-biaxial. Alternatively, a flat-bottomed rigid
punch with a recessed center pocket may be substituted to induce in-plane deformation
over the failure region (i.e. the Marciniak test) [5]. Thus, the failure in the material can
occur independently of bending and frictional effects. Furthermore, the failure in the
specimen is independent of tooling geometry and more sensitive to material defects when
the Marciniak test is used [5]. At the failure location, major and minor strains are
measured and plotted to represent a point on the strain based FLC for each of the various
geometries.

Varying the amount of prestrain applied to a material prior to a Nakajima or Marciniak
test will cause the resulting strain based FLC to shift and distort. This significant strain
path dependence is a major disadvantage of this failure prediction method. For example,
see Fig. 1-2 from Graf and Hosford [6] for multiple strain based FLCs for Al 2008-T4
depending on prestrain in the material. These prestrain states were achieved by rolling the
material prior to subsequent Nakajima tests.
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Figure 1-2: Strain based forming limit curves for various uniaxial (U), plane (P) and equibiaxial (E) prestrain conditions that are longitudinal (L) or transverse (T) to the major
strain direction.

Stoughton [7] showed that an alternative stress based failure criterion was less sensitive
to changes in strain path by analytically converting fourteen curves from Graf and
Hosford to stress space, see Fig. 1-3. Note that there is one curve (equi-biaxial 12%
prestrain) that is an outlier presumably due to the high prestrain value or experimental
error.
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Figure 1-3: Eleven strain-based FLCs from Graf and Hosford [1] degenerate to one curve
in stress space when analytically converted using Barlat's 1989 yield criterion.

Using a similar approach, Simha et al. [8] derived stress based FLCs for AA5754 and
AA5182 aluminum alloys, and then transformed these into extended stress based FLCs
composed of mean and effective stresses. These extended curves were then used to
numerically predict the forming depth at which necking occurred during a stretch
flanging operation. Comparison with experimental data showed good agreement for both
flange depth and failure location. Though effective, this method still requires knowledge
of the strain based FLCs for the given material, thus the entire forming history of a part
must be known to produce effective predictions. Also, these analytical conversions

5

require that a yield criterion and constitutive model are assumed. Finally, experimental
determination of strain based FLCs is time consuming and expensive.

In order to avoid the time and expense associated with experimentally generating strain
based FLCs, theoretical modeling of this strain based failure prediction method have been
implemented. The most recognized method of generating strain based FLC predictions
was developed by Marciniak and Kuczynski (i.e. the M-K model) [4]. This original
model assumes a material defect in the form of a band of decreased thickness oriented
orthogonally to the principle directions. In subsequent models, the orientation of the
defect was allowed to vary depending on the strain path of the process [6].

Figure 1-4: M-K model diagram [4].
In the M-K model increments of strain in the defect (b) and safe (a) regions are assumed
for various strain paths, and force equilibrium is used to obtain a strain based FLC.
Predictions have been shown to match experimental data with respect to changes in

6

material parameters and yield criteria [10]. However, due to the strain path dependence of
the strain based FLCs, a failure prediction method based on stress may be beneficial.

Figure 1-5: Derov et al. model diagram [11]

Derov et al. [11] developed an analytical model to predict a stress based failure criterion.
Their model simultaneously predicts stress based and strain based FLCs based on a
constitutive relationship, yield criterion, anisotropic material parameters, and a critical
stress concentration factor (i.e. an F-parameter). Like the M-K model, it assumes an
initial defect region is present in the material, but instead of a thickness difference, a
stress concentration is present (See Fig. 1-5). The critical stress concentration factor is the
ratio of the effective stress in the "safe" material to the effective stress inside the defect
region. This parameter defines the failure condition for the analytical model and
characterizes a material's ability to work harden and prevent the concentration of stress
that produces failure. It is also assumed that material parameters inside and outside the

7

defect region are the same. For a complete description of the theoretical modeling used to
develop the analytical model by Derov et al. [11] see Appendix A.

In order to predict the shifting and shape changes of the strain based FLCs for various
prestrains, the analytically derived stress based FLC from Derov et al. (2008) can be
converted to strain space. This analytical conversion from stress to strain will provide a
deeper physical understanding why the curve shifts and changes shape. Here Hill's
general anisotropic yield criterion [13] and a power hardening law were used; however,
other material models could be incorporated into the model as well.

With known points on the stress based FLC, as well as specified values of prestrain in the
material, the conversion of the stress based failure criterion to strain space can be
performed for Hill's yield criterion as follows. First, the effective prestrain (&o ) in the
material can be calculated from:

—
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where ro and r^ are the ratio of the width to thickness strains from a uniaxial tensile test
longitudinal and transverse to the sheet rolling directions respectively, and 6\Q and £20 are
the prestrain values in the major and minor strain directions respectively. For a given
point on the stress based FLC, G\ and 02 (i.e., the stresses in the major and minor
directions respectively), the stress ratio (a) is:
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Using the flow rule, the strain ratio (p) can be calculated from:

f
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r
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Note that this strain ratio is for the loading path after the prestrain was applied. From the
power hardening law, the effective strain is:

-sr

S -

(5)

where K and n are the power hardening coefficient and the strain hardening exponent
respectively. The effective strain can also be defined by the yield criterion as:
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(6)

Substituting the effective strain from Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), the strain in the 1-direction (S\)
can be calculated. Then the strain ratio can be used to solve for the strain in the 2direction fo) from:

This provides the conversion of one point on the stress based FLC to strain space. This
process is repeated for each point on the stress based failure criterion until the entire
strain based FLC is created. As the prestrain is varied, the strain based FLCs will shift
and change shape.

The model by Derov et al. has been shown to capture shifting effects due to prestrain
conditions for Al 2008-T4, as well as changes due to varying material parameters and
assumed yield criteria [11]. As the F-parameter is varied, the stress and strain based FLCs
will shift (see Fig. 1-6)
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Figure 1-6: Shifting effect of F-parameter on FLC [11].

A study of the analytical model by Derov et al. compared stress and strain based FLC
predictions with experimental data for Al 2008-T4 [7] (Fig. 1-7). By varying the critical
stress concentration factor reasonable agreement was obtained when using a value of
F=0.85 for this aluminum alloy. These results were obtained assuming a power hardening
law and Hill's anisotropic yield criterion.
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Figure 1-7: Analytical and experimental a) strain and b) stress based FLCs for Al 2008T4 (F=0.85) [10]. The "experimental" stress based FLC was converted from strain data.

In this thesis, the strain based FLC predictions made using the model by Derov et al. for
various steel and aluminum alloys were compared to experimental data. It was observed
that the critical stress concentration factor that provided accurate results between the
predicted and experimental strain based FLCs for steels and aluminum alloys differs
considerably (Chapter 2). This indicates that the critical stress concentration factor may
be a material parameter. To investigate this observation, preliminary Marciniak tests
coupled with Digital Imaging Correlation (DIC) were performed for two blank
geometries to experimentally determine this parameter (Chapter 3). The incorporation of
a DIC system provided early detection of strain concentrations (i.e. the defect regions)
using a strain contour plot over which a strain extraction grid was centered. Strains were
extracted at these grid points inside and adjacent to the defect region, and then these
values were used to determine the critical stress concentration factors for each material.
However, measuring stress in-situ as deformation occurs is more desirable since it
12

eliminates assumptions regarding a yield criterion and constitutive model. Also, biaxial
testing with non-linear deformation paths would be beneficial for investigating other
failure criteria as well. Thus, a biaxial loading stage was designed to be incorporated
within an experimental set-up at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) that uses DIC to locate a defect and subsequently measures in-plane stresses
using a modified x-ray diffraction technique (Chapter 4). Subsequent incorporation of the
stress based FLC into numerical simulation demonstrated the evaluation of tearing
concerns for a simulated Nakajima test for various blank geometries and materials
(Chapter 5). Finally, conclusions (Chapter 6) and future work (Chapter 7) are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED STRAIN
BASED FORMING LIMIT CURVES

2.1 Evaluating FLC Predictions

For this thesis, the analytical model by Derov et al. [11] was investigated by evaluating
strain based FLC predictions for three materials from the 2008 NUMISHEET benchmark
[12], including a 0.8mm and 1.6mm thick high strength interstitial free HC220YD steel
and 1.1mm thick 5182 aluminium alloy. Strain FLC predictions were generated with the
material parameters provided by the benchmark (Table 2-1) and compared with
experimental data (Figs. 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3).

Material

Thickness (mm)

K (MPa)

n

A15182

1.1

507

0.28

HC220YD steel

0.8

753

0.1938 1.28 2.08

HC220YD steel

1.6

818

0.194

Ro

R45

R90

0.91 0.68 0.83
1.86

1.68 2.12 2.54

Table 2-1: 2008 NUMISHEET benchmark parameters (experimental comparison).
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The strength coefficient, K, and strain hardening exponent, n, were incorporated in the
power hardening law:
a = K£n

(8)

to represent the material hardening behavior. Hill's 1948 anisotropic yield criterion [13]
incorporated the Ro, R45, and R90 values to account for the directional dependence of the
material behavior with respect to the rolling direction (i.e. 0, 45, and 90 degrees with
respect to the rolling direction) when generating strain FLC predictions. The R-values are
defined as the ratio of the plastic true strain in the width direction to that in the thickness
direction:

(9)

R=~
£t

Recall, good agreement was obtained for Al 2008-T4 data from Graf and Hosford [6] by
using a critical stress concentration factor of 0.85. In order to quantify the measure of
agreement that could be categorized as "reasonable", a criteria for comparison had to be
established. Furthermore, a range of applicability needed to be specified.

The region of the analytical strain based FLC prediction for Al 2008-T4 corresponding to
positive minor strain was less consistent than the region associated with negative minor
strain with respect to experimental data. Thus, only the later region of the strain based
FLCs were evaluated during the experimental comparison.

The disparity (8) between the analytical and experimental curves in the major direction
was calculated at every experimental value of negative minor strain:
15

o

£l

^experimental
£l

analytical

1000/

experimental

A maximum percentage of disparity in the major direction at these points determined the
range in which a suitable strain based FLC prediction could fall on either side of the
experimental curve. For the Al 2008-T4 case, the maximum percentage of disparity was
determined to be 18.4%.
Agreement was found for each case by varying the critical stress concentration factor. An
effective critical stress concentration factor for the 0.8mm and 1.6mm NUMISHEET
steel cases was found to be 0.98. The maximum percentage of disparity between major
strains for both curves in the negative minor strain region was found to be 8.6% for the
0.8mm thick and 11.9% for the 1.6mm thick HC220YD steel. For the 1.1mm aluminum
NUMISHEET case, the critical stress concentration factor was found to be 0.85. The
maximum percentage of disparity for the 1.1mm thick 5182 Al was found to be 9.3%.
Thus, all analytical strain based FLC predictions were in "reasonable" agreement, (i.e. an
error of approximately 10%). This "reasonable" agreement criterion is based on the fact
that traditionally in industry a marginal region which is 10% strain below the strain base
FLC is used (see Fig. 1-1). This suggests that this is a material parameter. This
observation must be validated by experimentally determining an effective value for steels
and aluminum alloys.
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Figure 2-1: Analytical and experimental strain based FLCs for 0.8mm HC220YD steel
(F=0.98).
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2.2 Discussion

The left side of FLC predictions were used when determining an effective critical stress
concentration factor while large discrepancies exist on the right side of the curve between
the resulting strain FLC predictions and experimental curves. A key assumption
regarding the orientation of the defect in the analytical model by Derov et al. may be the
cause for this. In the M-K model, the orientation of the defect is varied according to the
strain path. This approach is not included in the model by Derov et al. Current research
efforts are focused on correcting this deficiency in the model. However, the large
difference between the critical stress concentration factor between steel and aluminum
will likely remain and thus experimental work to measure this value is essential.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL STRESS
CONCENTRATION FACTOR

The disparity between the effective critical stress concentration factors for steel and
aluminum was an interesting finding. However, this observation must be investigated
experimentally. To achieve this, Marciniak tests coupled with Digital Imaging
Correlation (DIC) were performed for two specimen geometries to determine this
parameter. Strain contour plots identified the defect and safe regions and provided inplane major and minor principle strains which were converted to stresses. From these
calculations, the critical stress concentration factors for each material were obtained.

3.1.1 Experimental Setup

A Marciniak test (Fig. 3-1) with the Raghavan [5] modification to the specimen geometry
varied the strain path to failure from uniaxial to equi-biaxial (see Fig. 3-2). In-plane
stretching was produced by actuating a flat-bottomed punch into the constrained
specimen. Binder plate force and a removable lock ring prohibited any flow of specimen
material into the binder plate opening as deformation occurred. In the uniaxial case,
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failure location was confined the gauge section (see Fig. 3-2) by the specimen geometry.
In the equi-biaxial case, failure location was controlled using a sacrificial steel washer to
eliminate contact between the center of the specimen and the punch. The sacrificial
washer prevents the specimen from failing near the punch radius due to radial friction
forces between the two sheet metals. Thus, deformation at the center of the specimen
could develop un-restrained (i.e. friction everywhere else), ultimately leading to failure.
The resulting failure location and strain gradients generated from this test are dependent
on material defect sites rather than tooling geometry [5]. This supports the key
assumption in the model by Derov et al. and the M-K model of a defect region in the
material.
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Figure 3-1: Marciniak Test Cross Section.
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As a preliminary test, two of the geometries shown in Figure 3-2 were tested. A specimen
with a gauge width (i.e. smallest width of the specimen profile) of 25mm was used to
create a uniaxial strain path. A specimen with 200 mm square geometry was used to
create an equi-biaxial strain path. The uniaxial specimen was chosen because this is
where the model by Derov et al. best matched the experimental data. Alternatively, the
equi-biaxial specimen was -chosen because this provided the worst model results. These
two geometries provide the boundaries of the strain paths to failure as indicated by Figure
3-2. The materials used for the test were a 1018 low carbon steel that measured 0.559mm
(0.022") thick and a 0.813mm (0.032") thick Al 2024-T3 alloy. The sacrificial washer for
the equi-biaxial tests had geometry of 200mm x 200mm with a 40mm (1.575") hole
centered on the sheet, and was measured 0.762mm (0.030") thick. Although not required
for the analyses, tensile test data for these materials were obtained. See Figures 3-3 and
3-4. A removable lock ring was also incorporated into the upper binder plate to restrict
the flow of material into the die cavity when the binder plates were pressed together. This
enabled the washer to remain concentric with the punch and plates during the test.
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Figure 3-2: Raghavan modification to Marciniak test specimen geometry. Strain values
are percentages.

The test is designed with the punch, binder plate openings and washer hole concentric. To
achieve this, an aluminum "sleeve" was machined (see Appendix B for drawing) with an
inner and outer diameter to match the punch diameter and binder plate opening diameter
respectively. A slip-fit was achieved for all surfaces in contact. Once the sleeve was
inserted into the plate openings, the punch was actuated downward into the binder plates
and all mounting hardware was fastened. See Fig. 3-5 for a picture of the sleeve located
in the tooling.
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Figure 3-3: Al 2024-T3 tensile test data.
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Figure 3-4: HC220YD steel tensile test data.
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Figure 3-5: Picture of aluminum "sleeve" inserted into the Marciniak test setup during
alignment of the hardware.

Figure 3-6: Picture of aluminum "plug" inserted in bottom binder plate to align sacrificial
washer opening with the Marciniak Punch.
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To ensure proper alignment between the specimen washer hole and punch during
testing, an aluminum "plug" was machined (see Appendix B for drawing) with a raised
cylindrical feature having an outer diameter that matches the washer hole. The following
sequence was used:

1) With the plug inserted into the lower binder plate opening, the washer was loaded
onto the cylindrical feature of the plug (Fig. 3-6).
2) When the binder plates were closed, the lock bead was formed.
3) Next the binder plates were opened so the plug could be removed.
4) The washer was again placed onto the lower binder plate with the lock bead now used
for positioning. This enabled the washer to remain concentric with the punch and
binder plate openings during the test.

3.1.2 Hardware and Software

Experiments were conducted on a 50 ton, 4-post hydraulic press with a central punch
cylinder and four cylinders to produce the binder force (see Fig. 3-7). Proportional relief
valves controlled fluid flow and system pressure through LabView software and an
output card (NI-6703). Punch and binder force were monitored using Transducer
Techniques washer load cells with capacities of 62 kN and 111 kN (LWO-14 and LWO25) respectively and accuracies ranging from ±0.24% at full scale to ±1.57% at full
scale. Punch displacement was measured using a Temposonic Linear Resistive
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Transducer (LRT) (model# RHT0120UD601V11) with a stroke length of 305mm (12.0")
and an accuracy of ±0.01% full scale. Data was acquired through LabView with a NI6033 DAQ card. The LabView program used to perform the tests can be found in
Appendix C.
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Figure 3-7: Experimental setup.
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In order to measure deformation during the test, Digital Imaging Correlation (DIC) was
used [14]. With this technique, speckles form a pattern (typically black paint speckles on
a white paint base on the surface of the specimen) and are tracked using the digital
images to determine the displacement and thus strain and deformation in the process.
While the Marciniak test produces in-plane stretching of the material and thus only one
camera is technically required, a pair of digital cameras was used to capture out-of-plane
deformation for material formed at the rim of the punch (Fig. 3-9 middle). This full field
data provided information related to potential misalignment issues. See Fig. 3-5 for the
location of the digital cameras in the process.

The digital image pairs were captured by two Point Grey digital cameras (GRAS-20S4MC) with 1200 x 1600 pixel resolution positioned with a separation angle of approximately
10° using the Vic-Snap software and processed using Vic-3D DIC software. The
sampling rate was set to four image pairs per second and each test lasted approximately
five minutes. Thus, approximately 1200 image pairs were generated for each test. This
sampling rate was chosen to produce sufficient data as the defect developed, but to limit
the time needed to perform post processing of the data and data storage requirements.

The camera setup was calibrated to establish intrinsic and extrinsic parameters for each
camera to be used by the DIC software. Intrinsic parameters are unique to each camera
and depend on the aperture and focal length of the lens. Extrinsic parameters depend on
the positioning of the cameras relative to one another. They are calculated to determine
the appropriate scale for image correlation and allow the speckles on the specimen
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surface to be located in a Cartesian coordinate system for later reference during analysis
[15].

3.1.3 Preparation of Specimen

A high contrast speckle pattern was applied to one side of the material to produce a
uniform density but random pattern as required for the DIC system [16]. The surface of
the metal was roughened using steel wool and sandpaper to promote superior adhesion of
the paint and then chemically cleaned using a toluene, acetone and methanol cleaner to
remove traces of dirt and oil. Contrast was created by spraying on a base coat of flat
white paint followed by an intermittent misting of flat black spray paint (see Fig 3-8).

Figure 3-8: Speckle pattern on loaded specimen.
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The misting was controlled by hand throttling the nozzle on the spray can at a distance of
approximately 0.355m to 0.406m (14" to 16") away from the specimen. The approximate
diameter of the resulting black speckles ranged from 0.254mm to 2.54mm (0.010" to
0.10") which provided between 2.77 and 27.7 pixels per speckle and adequate strain
gradient resolution during subsequent testing and analysis. A stencil was made to mask
off the surface of the specimen surrounding the center area of interest to reduce the buildup of paint that would adhere to the binder plates during tests.

3.2 Preliminary Analysis

After a Marciniak test was successfully completed, the digital images were imported into
Vic-3D where image correlation was performed on a user defined area of interest as
shown in Fig. 3-9 a). Global position and displacement of each pixel is calculated inside
this area for each image pair using a 21 pixel subset to track small groups of speckles.
This subset was repeated at a step size of 5 pixels to provide adequate spatial resolution
for results generated inside the area.
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Figure 3-9: a) Area of interest defined for the Marciniak test, b) deformation around
punch rim at 1.6mm of forming depth, and c) emergence of defect at a forming depth of
16mm. Total formed depth for this steel specimen (200mm x 200mm geometry) was
26mm.

Major and minor in-plane engineering strains were calculated using the VIC-3D software
during post-processing, and the major strains are presented as a contour plot (in Figs. 3-9
b) and c). To perform the calculations necessary to determine effective stresses in the
material and thus the critical stress concentration factor, a methodology to systematically
extract strain data was developed.

The scale for the contour plot was manually adjusted to identify the area of the highest
concentrated strains, i.e. the defect region shown in Figure 3-9 c). The point inspection
tool in the VIC-3D software was used to identify the pixel corresponding to the largest
major strain within this area. A coordinate transformation was then used to locate this
pixel at the origin of the x-y plane to enable an extraction grid to be centered on the
defect. A grid of nodes was constructed by defining a start point, node spacing and total
number of nodes in x- and y-directions. Major and minor strains were then extracted from
every nodal location. The strain data for each node was saved along with its associated x30

and y-coordinate. The data was processed in a MATLAB program to determine the
largest single value of major engineering strain and the corresponding node location. This
was labeled the defect node. All other nodes would correspond to the safe region. Major
and minor engineering strain values were then extracted from the defect node (elB and
e2B) and safe (el A and e2A) region and converted to true strains (elB, e2B and el A,
e2A),
E-la(l+e)

(11)

From these values, the strain ratio, p, of minor true strain, 82, to major true strain, el, was
calculated. The stress ratio alpha, a, is defined as the ratio of minor true stress, 02, to
major true stress, 02, and is related to p for the von Mises yield criterion by:
2p + 1
a=—
2+p

(12)

A strain ratio, p, and stress ratio alpha, a, were calculated for every node. A critical stress
concentration factor, F, was then determined for all nodes in the safe region. Assuming
von-Mises yield criterion and that the stress normal to the sheet in the thickness direction,
, is negligible, which is a valid assumption for a forming operation wherein the sheet
has a free surface, the effective stress, , and major true stress,

&

*i

FZ
¥

, are related by:

=

(13)
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This expression was applied to both the defect and safe regions of the material and a ratio
was created:
gj

#tA __ y i -f- % a - <au
ffi^

(14)

By multiplying both sides of Eq. (14) by the ratio of the major true stresses in the safe
and defect regions, <?%&, the definition of the critical stress concentration factor, Fparameter is:

GB

ill + aji*-aBGiB

(15)

The ratio of major true stresses in the safe and defect regions, <?is, can be equated to the
respective true strains by considering the force balance in the major direction, i.e.
perpendicular to the defect, that must exist in these regions (see Fig. 1-5):
Force ^ = Forcem

(16)

By the definition of stress as force divided by area, equation (16) becomes:
<r u Area u = Otgdreojj

(17)

By assuming that the width of each area, Area^ and Areais, are equal, Eq. (17) reduces
to:
Gu^tA ~ GlB^iS
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(18)

where t*A and £UB are the instantaneous thicknesses of the safe and defect regions,
respectively. Assuming the same initial thickness exists prior to forming, these two
quantities can be related by the thickness strains, £3A and £se. Assuming conservation of
volume exists in the safe and defect regions throughout the forming process:
t=t 0 exp £ 3 = t9exp>**<*

(19)

By applying Eq. (19) to both the safe and defect regions and substituting it into Eq. (18):

G%B ~ exp~**A~s2£

(20)

Finally, by substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (15), the critical stress concentration factor can
be calculated from:
_ ^ 1 + aA2 - aA exp~s*B~s*B
~ / I + <zs2 - aaexp~***-***

(21)

Thus, only the strain data is required to calculate a critical stress concentration factor. An
algorithm to calculate the F-parameter at each node using the grid extraction data was
implemented using MATLAB (see Appendix D for the program file).

3.3 Results

The data for this analysis was extracted from the image pair taken right before the tear
was observed. The area of interest for the determination of a critical stress concentration
factor was limited to the material immediately surrounding the defect. With the extraction
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grid centered on the defect, the location of the nodes was limited to ±15mm in the xdirection (i.e. major direction) and ±5mm in the y-direction (i.e. minor direction) for the
uniaxial test cases and ±15mm for both the x- and y-directions for the equi-biaxial case.
Data was lost at some locations in the grid as a result of bad correlation which is
indicated by blank entries in the surface plots of these figures.

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-10: (a) Speckle pattern, (b) major strain contour plot, (c) strain extraction grid
centered on the defect, (d) and critical stress concentration factor contour plot for uniaxial
Al 2024-T3 case.
As expected due to the uniaxial nature of the experiments, the critical stress concentration
factor varies spatially depending on the safe region identified. If considering nodes
perpendicular to the defect point, these values level off as the distance from the defect
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increases (see Fig. 3-11). The decrease in the critical stress concentration fact is
symmetrical with respect to the defect which is consistent with the geometry of the
specimen. Note that the critical stress concentration factors for this aluminum alloy were
higher than those predicted by the analytical model (F=0.85). Figure 3-12 shows the
strain paths for nodes perpendicular to the defect at various distances. As is evident in
this plot, the strain paths are consistent for these locations on the specimen in the defect
and safe regions with simply less strain induced in the nodes further from the defect.
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Figure 3-11: Plot of critical stress concentration factor vs. distance in X-direction away
from the defect node for the uniaxial Al 2024-T3 case.
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Figure 3-12: Strain paths at the defect, as well as 5mm, 10mm, and 15mm away from the
defect for the uniaxial wide Al 2024-T3 case.
Similar plots were created for the uniaxial, 1018 steel case; see e.g. Fig. 3-13. The critical
stress concentration factors determined for 1018 steel case decrease more rapidly away
from the defect region than the Al 2024-T3 case (see Fig. 3-14). This is due to the
difference in potential elongation prior to failure for these materials. The 1018 steel used
in this test is more ductile than the Al 2024-T3 as indicated in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. Thus,
steel is able to withstand the concentration of deformation more than aluminum which
allows a higher strain and stress differences to occur between the defect and safe regions
prior to plastic instability. The strain paths for the uniaxial aluminum and steel cases
illustrate this point (Fig. 3-12 and 3-15).
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Figure 3-13: (a) Speckle pattern, (b) major strain contour plot, (c) strain extraction grid
centered on the defect, (d) and critical stress concentration factor contour plot for the
uniaxial 1018 steel case.
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Figure 3-14: Plot of critical stress concentration factor vs. distance in X-direction away
from the defect node for the uniaxial 1018 case.
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Figure 3-15: Strain paths at the defect, as well as 5mm, 10mm, and 15mm away from the
defect for the uniaxial 1018 steel case.
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Due to the larger strain values, some divergence from the initial linear strain path is
observed for the defect region. The strain values induced prior to failure are significantly
higher for the steel material compared to the aluminum alloy.

Finally, experiments were conducted for the equi-biaxial, 1018 steel case; see e.g. Fig. 316. The stress concentration factors for this geometry are more consistent spatially (see
Fig. 3-16 d) and do not decrease for distances away from the defect compared to the
uniaxial cases (see Fig. 3-17). This is due to the geometry of the specimen as the
deformation is not as concentrated to a single defect location (see Fig. 3-16 b) as in the
uniaxial case. Note that for these tests the maximum effective von Mises strain was used
instead of the maximum major strain to identify the defect location.
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Figure 3-16: (a) Speckle pattern, (b) major strain contour plot, (c) strain extraction grid
centered on the defect, (d) and critical stress concentration factor contour plot for the
equi-biaxial 1018 steel case.

The strain paths for the equi-biaxial, steel case show a similar trend to the uniaxial, steel
case with the deformation in the defect region becoming more concentrated which leads
to a divergence from the strain path (see Fig. 3-17).
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Figure 3-17: Plot of critical stress concentration factor vs. distance in X-direction away
from the defect node for the equi-biaxial 1018 steel case.
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Figure 3-18: Strain paths at the defect, as well as 5mm, 10mm, and 15mm away from the
defect for the equi-biaxial, 1018 steel case.
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Similar equi-biaxial experiments were not conducted for the Al 2024-T3 case due to
difficulties in controlling the failure location. Strain concentrations existed around the rim
of the punch which ultimately resulted in failure at this location. As a result, a defect did
not develop in the recessed pocket region of the punch where in-plane deformation
occurs, and a critical stress concentration factor was not determined.

These tests were repeated for two or three times and similar results were obtained. Also
note that the decrease in the critical stress concentration factor is uniform with respect to
the minor, Y-direction (see Figs. 3-10 d and 3-13 d). This suggests that the grid alignment
chosen for grid extraction of the major and minor strains is consistent with the orientation
of the defect.

3.4 Discussion

The relationship between the experimentally determined critical stress concentration
factor and the distance from the defect in the X-direction (i.e. Figs. 3-11, 3-14, and 3-17)
shows that the F-parameter values vary spatially. Thus, the location of the "safe" region
for the analytical model is not easily defined. Also, the Al 2024-T3 material exhibited
higher F-parameters for the uniaxial case than the 1018 steel material which was not the
case for the analytical model (see Fig. 3-19).
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Figure 3-19: Plot of critical stress concentration factor vs. distance in X-direction away
from the defect node for all cases.

The higher percent elongation prior to failure of the steel compared to the aluminum alloy
was likely the cause of this effect. With more deformation prior to failure, the steel
material was able to exhibit higher strain and thus stress gradients and concentrations
near and in the defect region.

While the analytically predicted and experimental stress concentration factors did not
agree, important variations in the defect formation were observed during the experimental
test. For example, different spatial results for the critical stress concentration factors were
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obtained for the uniaxial and equi-biaxial, steel cases. This is not surprising as more
stress concentration areas developed in the equi-biaxial, steel case as is evident by the
multiple band areas (see Fig. 3-16).
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP TO PERFORM IN-SITU STRESS
MEASUREMENTS

While preliminary results were obtained using the DIC system to measure strain and
analytically converting the strain values to stress, measuring stress in-situ to avoid the
material model assumptions in the analytical conversion is desirable. A modified x-ray
diffraction (XRD) residual stress measurement technique is one such method to measure
stress in-situ. Researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
used this method to accurately measure biaxial stress-strain curves in a metal sheet during
Marciniak tests [17]. However, creating an experimental set-up and procedure so that
non-linear deformation paths can be achieved would be beneficial. This would allow the
critical stress concentration factor to be further investigated.

4.1 Biaxial Loading Stage Design

In collaboration with NIST, a biaxial loading stage has been designed which will fit
inside the X-ray enclosure of their 4-post press. The tests will incorporate DIC to locate
strain concentrations during the early forming stages and then stresses will be measured
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using the modified XRD technique as deformation increases. This would allow a direct
experimental measurement of the critical stress concentration factor which could be
compared to those determined using just the DIC system in Chapter 3. To achieve the
necessary loads to fail the specimens, hydraulics will be used. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show a
top view and vertical cross section of a biaxial loading stage design, including all major
components. The frame of this device was designed to support the expected loading
conditions and house the necessary components while confined to a 874.27 mm x 721.87
mm x 254 mm (34.42" x 28.42" x 10") volume imposed by X-ray enclosures on NIST's
4-post press. Low carbon steel was chosen for the frame material to increase the strength
of the device as advanced high strength materials may be tested in the future. The amount
of force required for the experiment was determined by the cruciform specimen
geometry, yield strength, and ultimate tensile strength of the target material. The load
range applicable to materials such as those defined by the NUMISHEET benchmark was
found to be between 2.14 kN and 3.74 kN (480 lb and 840 lbf). The steel frame was
modeled and evaluated using ProEngineer/ProMechanica and was fabricated in the CEPS
machine shop. For a 34360 N (7725 lbf) load in ProMechanica which is equal to the
capacity of the hydraulic cylinders used in the design, a maximum stress and
displacement of 90 MPa (13.1 ksi) and 0.579 mm (0.023") was obtained. These valued
were deemed acceptable for the process.
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Figure 4-1: Top view of dimensioned biaxial loading stage located inside the x-ray
enclosure.
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Figure 4-2: Cross sectional view of a biaxial loading stage to be used in NIST
experiment.
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An Allen-Bradley PLC control system will be used to assure equal loads are applied by
the hydraulic cylinders on a given axis. Displacement and load cell measurements will
provide the system feedback to minimize shear stresses that would be induced if the
center of the cruciform specimen translated. Displacement will be measured using linear
resistive transducers (LRT) embedded within Parker 3L Series® hydraulic pistons with
12.7mm (0.5") stroke length and 20.7 MPa (1500 psi) capacity and 63.5 mm (2.5") bore
dia. Thus the force capacity of each cylinder is 32.75 kN (7363 lbs). The accuracy of the
LRT is ±0.02% full scale or ±0.10 mm (±0.004"). The applied loads will be measured
using TransducerTechniques® SSM-500 stud mount load cells, which have a 2.22 kN
(500 lb) capacity and an accuracy of 0.15% full scale. The load cells will be connected
through a coupling to a wedge-action gripper (THS-427) supplied by Qualitest Inc®.
Engineering drawings for the coupling are provided in Appendix D. The device will be
operated and data acquired via LabView with a NI-6033 DAQ card. NIST will be
purchasing the components for this system and was provided the list of items in late Feb.
2009.

4.2 Cruciform Specimen Fabrication

Controlling the failure location during biaxial loading is critical for a successful test
procedure. Previous cruciform specimen design studies showed that the failure location
can be controlled using three key features: slotted arms, rounded corners in between each
arm and a center pocket of decreased thickness on both top and bottom surfaces (see Fig.
4-2). For the biaxial device designed, the overall length of the cruciform arms is 320mm
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(12.59") in both directions. Dimensions related to the remaining features can be seen in
Figure 4-3. Additional slots beyond seven does not significantly reduce the stress in the
corner region [refj; therefore, this number of slots was used to reduce manufacturing time
and cost. With respect to generating sufficient stress in the center pocket region to fail the
specimen, the thickness of the material is a critical dimension. Based on the stress based
FLC in Fig 1-3, an approximate 350 MPa load would be sufficient for Al 2008-T4. With
the load capacity of the hydraulic cylinders this would correspond to a pocket thickness
of approximately 0.245 mm (0.01"). Thus the cruciform specimen could have an overall
thickness of approximately 1 mm (0.039'). Alternatively, for a sheet material (e.g. the
HC220YD steel from the 2008 NUMISHEET conference), the required stress is
significantly higher, e.g. 600 MPa (87 ksi). Obviously, a thinner center pocket region
would be necessary to fail such a specimen. Successful fabrication of such cruciform
specimens is essential.

-ARM SLOTS

OUNDED CORNERS
RS.35 mm (.1/4")

HI
— R4.18 mm
(0.165")
-21.99 mm —
(0.866")
SQUARE

V• 20 mm (0.787")

CENTER POCKE'

Figure 4-3: Cruciform Specimen Features.
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In order to produce a limited number of specimens for initial testing economically, basic
machining techniques were used. For example, milling was used to create the reduced
center pocket. To avoid excessive chatter during machining which would prevent
accurate center pocket reductions, tension was applied to the work piece using the tension
screw in the fixture shown in Fig 4-3. A raised feature on the fixture (i.e. the pocket
support pad) provided support for the pocket area during machining.

•ARM TFNSION PLATE

-POCKET SUPPORT PAD

CRUCIFORM
MOUNT

J

POCKET SUPPORT SCREWS'
", -S

'i'"

v

ALIGNING PLATE

^ . .

TENSION SCREW _/

Figure 4-4: Jig used to machine center pocket for cruciform specimens.

The aligning plate (see Fig. 4-4) ensures the pockets are accurately centered on the
cruciform profile and provides repeatability and uniformity over several machining
operations. The slots in the arms were generated by milling with a 1.524 mm (0.060")
diameter end mill and the profile was also created using milling. A CNC program could
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be created to automate the fabrication of these initial specimens to assure consistency
between specimens. In the future to produce a larger quantity of specimens, chemical
machining could be used to reduce the thickness in the center pocket. This would assure
no variations in the material properties due to machining. The slots in the arms and the
profile could be created with wire Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) or laser
cutting.

4.2 Discussion;

The application of the XRD technique will produce critical data as in-plane stresses will
be derived without any assumptions made with respect to constitutive models and yield
criteria. Furthermore, the biaxial stress device will allow the deformation path to be
varied during the tests. Thus, the dependence of failure on the strain and stress
magnitudes and paths in the material will be more readily investigated. Therefore, a
critical stress concentration factor determined from experimental data obtained using the
XRD technique will provide a good comparison with F-parameters determined
analytically for various loading conditions. Finally, XRD stress measurements can be
directly correlated to those analytically determined from load cell and/or DIC strain
measurements. A comparison of these stresses will allow the accuracy of techniques
implemented in experiments described in chapter 3 or laboratories without XRD
capabilities to be assessed.
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CHAPTER 5

FAILURE PREDICTION IN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

5.1 Description of Nakaiima Test

The Nakajima test has been incorporated into experimental techniques to generate strain
based FLCs [1]. Similar to the Raghavan modified Marciniak test, the Nakajima test uses
a hemispherical punch to deform sheet metal blanks until a failure develops. However,
the use of sacrificial washers is not included in the Nakajima test. Major and minor
strains are measured at or adjacent to the failure and plotted as a point on the FLC for
each specimen geometry. Blank geometries can be varied to change the strain path to
failure from uniaxial, through plane strain, to equi-biaxial.

Use of stress based FLCs to predict failure in numerically simulated forming operations
is of considerable interest when developing new die geometries due to decreased strain
path dependence. Thus, a case study was conducted with a Nakajima test to evaluate the
effectiveness of stress based FLC predictions produced by the Derov et al. model [11]. A
numerical simulation of the test would produce numerical stresses and strains at the
defect region. By plotting the stress path to failure against a stress based FLC prediction,
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the failure strains could be identified and plotted to compare with experimental data thus
evaluating the accuracy of stress and strain FLC predictions made by the analytical model
by Derov et al for the steel and aluminum cases outlined by the 2008 NUMISHEET
benchmark [12].

5.2 Generation of Finite Element Model

Numerical simulations were performed with the commercially available Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) software package MSC. Marc [18]. Before an FE model of the Nakajima
test could be developed, the blank geometries had to be clearly defined. Computational
effort was minimized during the simulations by taking advantage of specimen symmetry
and using one-quarter geometry for both punch and sheet metal blank.

Dim
2

All dimensions in mm

3

50mm
100mm

4
1 5
R

2a

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

d

45

60

75

75

75

90

98

R

54.8 53.2 52.1 62.5

106.25 90.8

124.3

a
Figure 5-1: One-quarter specimen geometry (left) and table of dimensions (right).

Figure 5-1 illustrates a generic diagram of the outline of a one-quarter blank geometry
with the dimensions necessary to create varying linear strain paths to failure including
uniaxial, through plane-strain, to equi-biaxial. This outline served as the foundation of
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mesh generation for each blank geometry which was carried out using MSC. Mentat 2008
finite element software. Coordinates 1-5 (Fig 5-1) were entered into the software and
joined by line-type curves. The thickness of the specimens corresponded to each material
in the NUMISHEET benchmark which will be discussed in the following section.

A 2-D planar mesh was automatically generated inside the outline using the automesh
tool and divisions of 40 quadrilateral elements in both the x and y-directions to produce
an element density of approximately 25 elements per square centimeter. Any
eccentricities in the mesh were corrected manually. The process was repeated for all
blank geometries.

With the basic mesh defined, all elements received the geometric properties needed to
accurately represent the NUMISHEET materials in sheet form. A 3-D shell element Marc
denomination number (#139) was utilized. This element type was originally developed
assuming stresses normal to the sheet can be neglected, and that the thickness dimension
is far less (i.e. 1/10) than other dimensions. Furthermore, shear strains out of the plane of
the sheet are also neglected. With these assumptions, computational expense is decreased
without a significant loss of accuracy.

A constitutive relationship was represented by using the strength coefficient, K, and
strain hardening exponent, n, and the power hardening law to create a stress-strain table
which was then applied each blank geometry mesh. This process was repeated for all
materials.
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The second component in the Nakajima test simulations was a one-quarter section of the
hemispherical punch which matched the one-quarter blank geometries. The punch was
generated as a surface by performing two successive sweeps of a 90° arc as illustrated in
Fig. 5-2.

Figure 5-2: Insert image of punch surface with mesh.

To create a working model, both the meshed blank geometry and punch were merged into
one file and defined as contact bodies. The meshed blank geometry was set to a
deformable status to activate geometric and material parameters of the blank. The punch
surface was assigned a rigid status and velocity tables to completely define its motion
relative to the mesh. Punch velocity was set between 2-2.5 mm/s for a duration of 20
seconds which resulted in a total punch displacement of 40-50 mm. This displacement
was deemed sufficient to induce stress levels that caused stress paths to intersect with the
stress based FLC prediction from the model by Derov et al presented in chapter 2 of this
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text. To simplify the simulations a frictionless condition was applied to both contact
bodies.

The final step in simulation generation involved the application of the boundary
conditions needed to completely restrain the mesh with respect to the deformation applied
to it. Because one-quarter geometry was used, symmetry conditions were applied in the x
and y-directions along the "X" and "Y" edges of the mesh shown in Fig. 5-3. To satisfy
conditions of symmetry in the x-direction any translation in the y-direction and rotation
about the x-axis was fixed along the x-edge. Similarly, symmetry conditions in the ydirection where satisfied by fixing any translation in the x-direction and rotation about
the y-axis along the y-edge. To represent the constraint imposed by the binder plates
during an experimental Nakajima test, the "Binder Plate B.C." boundary condition was
applied in which all displacement and rotation was fixed (see Fig. 5-3).
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1x_symm

I U-SUIwn

Iclmp

Figure 5-3: 100 mm geoemetry mesh with applicable Boudary Conditions (B.C.'s)
labeled.

To execute the simulation, the applied loads (i.e. boundary conditions and contact body
parameters) were activated. The desirable element quantities (i.e. true stress and plastic
strain) were selected to be evaluated during post-processing and stored in an output file
for later viewing. With all necessary test parameters defined the simulations were run for
each NUMISHEET material case.
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5.3 Material Properties of the Specimens

Material properties (see table 5-1) were applied to the mesh assuming an isotropic elastic
behavior with generic elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios for both aluminum and steel.
Experimental anisotropic plasticity parameters were entered assuming Hill's 1948 yield
criterion [13] and applied using a piecewise linear method during the simulation.

NUMISHEET MATERIAL PARAMETERS
Material

A15182

HC220YD Steel

HC220YD

Thickness

(1.1mm)

(0.8mm)

(1.6mm)

E (MPa)

70

200

200

V

.33

.29

.29

Ro

0.91

1.28

1.68

R45

0.68

2.08

2.12

R90

0.83

1.86

2.54

K (MPa)

507.7

753

818.1

n

0.28

0.1938

0.194

Table 5-1: 2008 NUMISHEET benchmark parameters (Nakajima test simulations).
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5.4 Comparison of Results

Output files from the Nakajima test simulations were studied to determine failure location
and to extract the desired output variables (i.e. true stress and plastic strain) at the failure
location. See Figure 5-4 for a picture of the deformed meshes for the 25 mm and 100 mm
specimens showing a band of elements experiencing excessive stretching.

Figure 5-4: Failed elements in 25 mm (left) and 100 mm (right) deformed meshes.

Nodes adjacent to these element contained stresses and strains interpolated between the
surrounding elements. Stress and strain data at failed locations on every blank geometry
were plotted for every time step. This was then repeated for each material. The resulting
stress paths for each material were plotted against the corresponding stress FLC
prediction and the point of intersection indicated the time step at which failure occurred.
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See Figure 5-5 to see a plot of stress paths for all blank geometries intersecting a stress
based FLC for the 0.78 mm thick NUMISHEET steel.

800

100

200

300
400
500
Minor True Stress (MPa)

600

700

800

Figure 5-5: Stress path vs sress based FLC prediction for 0.78 mm NUMISHEET steel
case.

The major and minor strains associated with the time step at which failure occurred were
also plotted in strain space for each geometry. Points from all geometries formed a
numerical strain based FLC. These numerical curves were then compared with
experimental data for the NUMISHEET materials. These results are shown in Figures 56, 5-7, and 5-8:
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Figure 5-6: 0.78mm HC220YD steel strain based FLC comparison.
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Figure 5-7: 1.6mm HC220YD steel strain based FLC comparison.
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Figure 5-8: 1.1mm 5182 Al strain based FLC comparison.
5.5 Discussion

Punch velocity was relatively high for this type of test. However, strain rate sensitivity
was not represented in the constitutive model because the necessary material parameters
were not included in the NUMISHEET benchmark. Therefore, dependence of stresses
and strains on the deformation rate could not be determined. However, the developed
FEA models can be utilized to analyze rate-dependent behavior if the corresponding
material parameters are provided.
The resulting numerical strain based FLCs for both steels and the aluminum case
matched the analytical strain based FLC predictions from the model by Derov et al
reasonably well. Discrepancies between the right side of the numerical and experimental
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curves were a result of assumptions used to develop the analytical model by Derov et al.
[11]. Further developments in the analytical stress-based FLC theory could improve the
agreement between numerical and experimental results for positive minor strain.

Current studies are investigating the effects of using different boundary conditions to
represent the physical constraint of the binder plates during an actual Nakajima
simulation. Furthermore, a refinement in the blank geometry meshes would certainly
improve agreement between the numerical and analytical strain based FLCs. An
investigation on sensitivity of results to different FE mesh parameters is also currently
being pursued.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Using the analytical model developed by Derov et al., critical stress concentration factors
for HC220YD steel and two aluminum alloys (Al 2008-T4 and Al 2024-T3) were
determined. These values differed significantly, 0.98 for steel and 0.85 for the aluminum
alloys. To investigate this finding an experimental procedure to measure the critical stress
concentration factor for a given material was developed. This approach used the
Marciniak tests coupled with Digital Imaging Correlation to measure strain values which
were analytically converted to stress. The boundary cases of uniaxial and equi-biaxial
tension were used. The experimental results did not support the analytical finding. But
valuable spatial information regarding the stress concentration factors around the defect
for the two materials was obtained. These preliminary tests have laid the groundwork for
further studies with multiple specimen geometries and have provided valuable
information for further analytical modeling efforts with respect to defect orientation and
failure criterion.

In addition, the design of a biaxial loading stage for use in an experiment to obtain
experimental in-situ stress measurement was completed. This test apparatus will be
beneficial to investigate multiple failure criteria under non-linear loading paths. Finally, a
study was conducted using the analytical stress based Forming Limit Curve prediction to
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estimate failure concerns in a Finite Element simulation of a Nakajima test.
Discrepancies between numerical and analytical strain based FLCs can be attributed to
the approximation of numerical stress values observed to intersect with the analytical
stress based FLC prediction. Agreement could be improved by using smaller time steps
during the FE simulations. Incorporation of effective failure criterions in numerical
simulation is essential to advance sheet metal forming. Thus, further efforts in this area
are required.
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CHAPTER 7

FUTURE WORK

The results of this research raise questions about the findings from the comparison
between analytically predicted stress and strain based FLCs and experimental data which
was presented in Chapter 2. In particular, Chapter 3 results suggest that the analytical
model by Derov et al. could be further developed to improve predictions overall. Thus,
more experimental testing using varied specimen geometry is needed to understand the
effects of strain path on the critical stress concentration factor. Furthermore, Finite
Element (FE) simulations of the Marciniak test are currently being developed. The results
from future testing of varied specimen geometry coupled with DIC will produce strain
path data which could be used to evaluate strain data produced by these FE models. The
FE models will also be improved with respect to the mesh parameters and frictional
considerations.

The analytical model by Derov et al. will incorporate future findings from the
experiments to be performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The
biaxial loading stage discussed in chapter 4 of this text must be assembled and tested to
validate the design's integrity. Furthermore, a batch of cruciform specimens must be
fabricated using the methods also described in that chapter. Preliminary tests using the
biaxial loading stage coupled with DIC could be used to characterize the behavior of the
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cruciform specimens prior to running experiments at NIST to evaluate their performance
under variable loading conditions, both linear and non-linear deformation paths.

The analytical model by Derov et al. will also benefit from studies currently being
conducted with respect to the M-K model which predicts strain based FLCs that are
dependent on a defect orientation angle y (see Fig. 7-1).

02A

f t
n

t^

X

A
A

B

'

A

Figure 7-1: M-K model diabram incorporating the defect orientation angle psi [6].

A comparison of strain based FLC predictions made by both analytical models, FE
models, and experimental data may lead to further development of the analytical model
by Derov et al.
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APPENDIX A

The goal of the analytical model by Derov et al. is to find the sets ofCTIAand GJA that
result in a stress concentration factor, F, which corresponds to failure. The stress a2A is
applied, while the stressCTIAis guessed. The stresses and strains outside the defect can
then be computed. First the effective stress is calculated:
°A ~ V ° M + °2A - <J\A<X2A

I
<TA=J<*U

7-

=

+
r

V

90

--r~^2A
l + 'b

(A-l)

-7-^°XA<T2A
0

1+ r

for von Mises and Hill's anisotropic yield criteria respectively. The over bar denotes the
effective stress or strain. The parameters ro and r% are defined as the ratio of the width to
thickness strains after a uniaxial tensile test longitudinal and transverse to the sheet
rolling directions, respectively. The stress ratio (a) can then be defined as:

<J

2A

crlA

(A-2)

An explicit relationship between the stress ratio and strain ratio (p) exists:
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for von Mises and Hill's yield criteria respectively. From the power hardening law, the
effective strain can be defined:

SA

=

(A-4)

where K and n are the power hardening coefficient and the strain hardening exponent
respectively. The work-energy principle can then be used to obtain the major and minor
strains:

&A-£A

(A-5)

SlA =
°IA(1

+ <XAPA)

a

A-SA-G\A-S\A

(A-6)

•1A
'2A

All stresses and strains outside of the defect have now been obtained.

To begin

computations inside the defect, the stress concentration factor, F, is introduced as:

°A=F-°B
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(A-7)

More details and discussions related to this F parameter will be provided in Section 3.2.
Using a power hardening model and assuming the material parameters are the same
inside and outside the defect, a relationship for the effective strains can then be obtained:

TA=Fy"fa)

(A-8)

Next, similar to the M-K model, it is assumed that the 82 both inside and outside of the
defect are equal (e^ = e^). With the knowledge of the effective strain and minor strain
within the defect, a quadratic equation can then be used to solve for the major strain in
the defect:

B ~ "II , \£IB

+

£
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for von Mises and Hill's yield criteria respectively. Now, the strain ratio (minor strain to
major strain, ps) and stress ratio inside the defect can be computed from similar
relationships to Eq. (2-3), but for region B. Furthermore, the power hardening model can
be used to obtain the effective stress in region B:

<TR=Ke"B
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(A-10)

Equations (2-5) and (2-6) can then be used inside the defect to obtain

<TIB

and

G2B-

All

parameters are now known, however these calculations can be performed for any
specified stresses {OIA, 02A) outside the defect.

To determine if this stress state is

consistent with the physical condition, a force balance in the 1-direction (see Fig. 2-1) is
used to compare the assumed ou to one calculated (07/) based on the stress and strain
values computed in the model.

aXA° = <JW exp{e3B - e 3 A )

(A-l 1)

If these major stresses {pu and ou°) are not within a small error, the guess of ou is
modified and the process is repeated. When the values coincide, the conditions for
failure have been met and the values outside the defect are recorded as the failure stresses
and strains. The minor stress (024) is then incremented to continue calculating additional
failure points on the stress based FLC (see Fig 2-2).
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Figure A-l: Incremental path showing how to calculate the stress based FLC. Once one
set of failure points is found, the o2A is incremented and another set is calculated.

Previous work has shown the degeneration of several path dependent strain based FLCs
(i.e. various prestrain values) into a single, path independent stress based FLC, see Fig 12. The ability to analytically predict this phenomenon is also of interest. This conversion
of stress to strain would allow for a deeper physical understanding why the curve shifts
and the shape changes. In addition, an analytical model to predict a single stress based
FLC could also be backwards converted to predict the shifting and used as an additional
validation of the analytical model with experimental data.

With known points on the stress based FLC, as well as specified values of prestrain in the
material, the conversion of the FLC to strain space can be performed.

The same

equations are used for this conversion as were utilized in the model to predict the stress
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based FLD, but without the specification of the region of material. The procedure is as
follows:
1. First, calculate the effective prestrain in the material (Eq. 2-9).
2. Determine the stress ratio (Eq. 2-2).
3. Calculate the effective stress state (Eq. 2-1), for the entire material, not just a region.
4. Calculate the strain ratio, p (Eq. 2-3).
5. Calculate the effective strain using the power hardening model as follows.

r-,y.
e=

K

\

(A-12)

J

6. The effective strain is also known in terms of the yield criterion as follows.

+ P + P2)

= (^-^,o)^

(A-13)
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V l + r 0 +r w

) L l i i J k _ ^
'1
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7. Using the result from step 5 with step 6, the major strain can then be calculated.
8. Calculate the minor strain using Eq. 2-14.

£

2

£

2,o

This process would be repeated for each point along the stress based FLC.
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APPENDIX B

ALUMINUM ALIGNMENT SLEEVE

R56.91 mm
(2,241")
R55 mm
(2.165")
R50 mm
(1.969")

56.31 mm
(2.217")

T- 5.51 mm
(0.217")

J
25.4 mm (1.0")

Figure B-l: Aluminum sleeve for alignment of punch and binder plates (Marciniak test).
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ALUMINUM PLUG

I 5.21 mm (0.21")
I

f

25.4 mm (1.0")

f
u

T

36.32 mm (1.43")

R56.93 mm
(2.24")

R20 mm
(0.79")

Figure B-2: Aluminum plug for alignment of sacrificial washer (Marciniak test).
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APPENDIX C
Page 1
thesis version of Marciniak test program.vi
C:\Documents and SettingsWIC User\Desktop\kyle\Press\thesis version of Marciniak test program.vi
Last modified on 6/22/2009 at 10:10 PM
Printed on 6/23/2009 at 4:40 PM

Figure C-l: Lab View block diagram (Marciniak test).
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Page 1
thesis version of Marciniak test program.vi
C:\Documents and Settings\VIC User\Desktop\kyle\Press\thesis version of Marciniak test program.vi
Last modified on 6/23/2009 at 4:49 PM
Printed on 6/23/2009 at 4:51 PM
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Figure C-2: Lab View front panel (Marciniak test).
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APPENDIX D
This MATLAB program calculates a critical stress concentration factor at each nodal
location on the contour plot extraction grid used in the Vic-3D analysis (chapter 3).
clear all % clears all variables
clc
%Reads in node spacing and major/minor strains at nodal locations,
straingrid = xlsread('C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\Kyle\F
Parameter Code\grid.xls1);
%Distributes values into seperate arrays.
el=straingrid(:,l); epl=log(el+l);
e2=straingrid(:,2); ep2=log(e2+l);
x=straingrid(:,3);
y=straingrid(:,4);
%Determines total number of el-e2 pairs.
size=size(straingrid);
i=l;
%Determines number of nodes in x-direction.
while y(i+l) <= y(i)
nodesOsD^CO;
i=i+l;
end
nodes(i,l)=y(i);
n=length(nodes);
%Determines number of nodes in y-direction.
rep=size( 1,1 )/length(nodes);
count=0;
%builds nodal el, e2 values into a matrix
for k=2:2:2*rep
for j=n*count+l:n*(count+l)
%Seperates major strains.
grid(j -n*count,k-1 )=ep 1 (j);
%Seperates minor strains.
grid(j -n* count,k)=ep2(j);
%Builds array of nodal x locations to mimic grid spacing.
x_grid(j -n* count,k/2)=x(j);
%Builds array of nodal y locations to mimic grid spacing.
y_grid(j-n*count,k/2)=y(j);
%Builds e p l d : a row vector of the maximum major strains from each
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%column in "grid".
%"I" is a row vector of maximum major strain indicies within "grid".
[epl_d(l,k/2),I(l,k/2)]=max(grid(:,k-l));
%Finds largest major strain in epl_d: used as "defect" strain.
[epl_max(l,l),I_max(l,l)]=max(epl_d(l,:));
%Stores minor strains associated with major strains in e p l d .
ep2_d( 1 ,k/2)=grid(I( 1 ,k/2),k);
%Finds minor strain associated with e p l m a x .
ep2_max=ep2_d(l ,I_max);
%Calculates rho for all nodes w.r.t node containing epl_max,ep2_max.
rho_s(j-n*count,k/2)=ep2(j)/epl (j);
%Calculates rho for defect node.
rho_max=ep2_max/ep 1 _max;
%Calculates alpha for all nodes w.r.t node containing
%epl_max,ep2_max.
alpha_s(j -n* count,k/2)=(2 * rho_s(j -n*count,k/2)+1 )/(2+rho_s(j -n* count,k/2));
%Calculates alpha for defect node.
alpha_max=(2 *rho_max+1 )/(2+rho_max);
%Calculates effective stress for all nodes except defect node.
sigeff_s_max(j -n* count,k/2)=exp(-ep 1 _max-ep2_max)* (1 +alpha_s(j n*count,k/2)A2-alpha_s(j -n* count,k/2))A. 5;
%Calculates effective stress for defect node.
sigeff_d_max(j -n* count,k/2)=exp(-ep 1 (j )-ep2(j ))* (1 +alpha_maxA2-alpha_max)A. 5;
%Calculates critical stress concentration factor for all nodal
%locations w.r.t. defect node effective stress.
F_max(j -n* count,k/2)=sigeff_s_max(j -n* count,k/2)/sigeff_d_max(j -n* count,k/2);
end
%Incrementally increases to seperate "straingrid" into "grid".
count=count+l;
end
%Identifies reference point on surface plot.
F_max(l,l)=1.05;
%AZ is the angle through which the plot is rotated CW about the Z-axis.
%EL is the angle through which the plot is rotated CCW about the X-axis.
%This orientation provides a direct view of the x-y plane.
AZ = 0; EL = 270;
%Presents data more effectively
VIEW(AZ,EL)
CAXIS([0.9 1.0])
colorbar('fontsize', 14)
title(T-PARAMETER7fontsize', 14)
text(0,0,0,,X,,'Color,,[l,l,l],,fontsize',22)
xLABELeX7fontsize',14)
XLIM([x_grid(l,l) x_grid(n,l)])
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yL ABEL(* Y*,'fontsize', 14)
ylim([y_grid( 1,1) y_grid( 1 ,rep)])
ZLABELCF-parameter'/fontsize*, 14)
%Plots spatial mapping of critical stress concentration factor.
surface(x_grid, y_grid, Fmax);
F max
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